
benefits using the INIA and unlimited capital technologies of adoption shown in Table A.2, would represent a saving 
is $3,078,467. This is the net benefits.attributable to the of 15,774 tons of ammonium sulphate and 69,141 tons of 
research carried out in generating project recommendations simple superphosphate. This amount of ammonium 
for maize production. The benefit: cost ratio for the agron- sulphate is equal to 53 percent of that needed each year to 
omnic research on maize practices is 21.84. fertilize the 80,000 ha in the Puebla area, using the limited 

Beneitsas stiate inTabe A2 fr ulimtedcaptal capital technology. The 69,141. tons of simple superphos
donticudBl h enefits dsetmtenTberived forolmie anoica phate is sufficient to fertilize 1 according to limited capital 

reso uearch.thA benefits deeqalrimportnich technology all maize plantings in the Puebla area for a 
deealed informat on meaizeqa rdciorelanshis that period of 11 years.  detaledinfrmaton n mizeprodctin rlatinshps hat A further benefit derived from agronomic research has 
has been produced, Such information has many usqs. At the bentefligocniecenthpatftePrjt 
present time, for example, there is an energy shortage in staff the repesntai of th fdne service instttons thejc 
most parts of the world and there are prospects of ferti- stfare, thatie yesnaives can bhe gereatly incsedios and wthe 

lizer rationing. The information that has been produced on frenmi benfts toiz teld fangrme. y Tiscniee n wth 

maize production relationships can be useful in deciding on eooi eeist h amrTi ofdnei h 

the most efficient way to employ a limited amount of maize technology has undoubtedly contributed signifi

fertilizer in the Puebla area. cantly to a more rapid rate of adoption of Project recoin
mendations by the farmers.  

The limited capital technology is an example of how a Finally, the educational benefits resulting from the 
scarce resource such as fertilizer can be allocated ef- agronomic research should be mentioned. The Project staff 
ficiently. The total adjusted net benefits using the limited that conducted the research and many Latin American 
capital technology, calculated as described earlier, were agronomists who received training in Puebla, benefited 
$3,038,683. The difference between this value and the total from their participation in the program. Professionals 
adj usted net benefits with the INIA technology is trained in Puebla have been responsible for'-agronomic 
$482,459; this is, the benefit attributable to agronomic research in similar regional programs in Honduras, Colom
research. If the limited capital technology were the only bia, Peru, and the states of Mexico and Tlaxcala in Mexico.  
contribution of the research program, the benefit: cost In general, their experience in Puebla has enabled them to 
ratio would be 3.42. achieve greater efficiency in developing improved tech

The use of the limited capital technology instead of the nology, as compared to that realized in the early years in 
INIA technology over the period 1967-1986, with the rate Puebla.  
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